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The prospect of employing the stimulated Raman adiabatic Passage~STIRAP! technique under the
influence of pure dephasing is explored. A general analysis of how decoherence influences the
performance of STIRAP is provided. Starting from a general and fully quantum-mechanical
system–bath Hamiltonian, we derive a quantum master equation~QME! that describes the reduced
dynamics of a dissipative STIRAP system. The derivation is based on the standard assumptions of
~1! weak system–bath coupling;~2! Markovity, in the sense that the relaxation times are long in
comparison to the bath correlation time,tc ; and~3! weak field–matter interaction, in the sense that
the Rabi period of the driving laser fields,V21, is longer thantc . The dissipative term in this QME
is the same as it would have been in the absence of the driving fields, because of the assumption of
weak field–matter interaction. This type of uncontrollable dephasing is seen to diminish the
efficiency of STIRAP, although the actual loss strongly depends on the specific dephasing
mechanism. We also derive a more general QME, which is applicable to driving fields of arbitrary
intensity. The dissipative term in the new QME is explicitly dependent on the driving fields, and
therefore controllable. Intense fields are shown to effectively slow down the dephasing when
Vtc.1, which suggests that it may be possible to use STIRAP in order to transfer population
between the quantum states of a solute molecule embedded in a solvent. ©2003 American Institute



















































The goal of quantum coherent control is the design
laser pulses for controlling molecular motion and chemi
reactivity.1–6 The main question is formulated in terms
optimal control theory: Given the constraints on the durat
and intensity of the pulse, what temporal changes of the
plitude and phase of the laser field would maximize a des
objective? The objective is usually represented by an exp
tation value at the final state. The optimal pulse is found
solving the optimal control problem, either computationa
via quantum molecular dynamics simulations7–9 or experi-
mentally, via a closed adaptive learning loop.10–12
Although most of the studies to date have been focu
on gas phase systems, there is a rapidly growing intere
exploring the prospects of coherently controlling proces
in solution.13–31This interest is fueled by the fact that man
important chemical and physical processes that one wo
like to control take place in condensed phase solutions
well as by the development of the closed loop self-adap
learning approach,10–12,32–39which made it possible to ex
plore the prospects of controlling complex systems, with
a detailed knowledge of the full Hamiltonian.
The theoretical analysis of coherent control in solution
significantly more demanding than its gas phase counterp
More specifically, while gas-phase dynamics can usually
treated as decoherence-free, solution-phase dynamics
strongly influenced by relaxation processes, which reflect





















solution-phase dynamics often involves decoherence, wh
may suppress the very same coherences upon which coh
control is based~decoherence is defined here as any nonu
tary contribution to the dynamics of the system!. Thus, un-
derstanding the interplay between coherent control and d
herence, as well as exploring ways of controlling t
destructive attributes of decoherence, is of paramount im
tance. Dephasing~phase relaxation!, in particular, is often
conceived as destructive for coherent control, as well as
ing uncontrollable. However, one of us has recently analy
the control of laser-driven intramolecular hydrogen trans
in the presence of dephasing,29 and found that, at least fo
some types of dephasing mechanisms, dephasing can b
fectively controlled, and even totally eliminated, by takin
advantage of the field dependence of the dephasing rate
stants. In the present paper, we explore the prospects of u
the stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP!
technique40–50 in order to transfer population between tw
selected quantum states of a solute molecule, while the la
is subject to pure dephasing. We choose to focus on STIR
because of its general applicability and the fact that it
based on a relatively simple sequence of two pulses, wh
the main control parameter is the time delay between the
The plan of this paper is as follows: A brief descriptio
of dephasing-free STIRAP is given in Sec. II. A discussion
the influence of different types of relaxation processes
STIRAP is presented in Sec. III, with the conclusion th
pure dephasing is the most important type of relaxation t
needs to be considered. The influence of pure depha
within the framework of standard quantum master equat































11774 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 Q. Shi and E. Gevaing fields, is analyzed in Sec. IV. The treatment is extend
to driving fields of arbitrary intensity in Sec. V, where it
shown that the dephasing rate is explicitly dependent on
driving field, and can be controlled by it. The relationship
our results to other works that considered the influence
decoherence effects on STIRAP, and decoherence contr
general, is discussed in Sec. VI. The main results are s
marized and discussed in Sec. VII. The theoretical res
necessary for deriving a QME, in the case of a driven s
tem, are outlined in the Appendix.
II. DECOHERENCE-FREE STIRAP
In this section we provide a short overview of the sta
dard decoherence-free treatment of STIRAP. Our goal i
introduce the notation that will be used throughout the
mainder of this paper, as well as provide a reference poin
the later analysis of STIRAP in the presence of dephasin
We consider a three-level system in theL configuration,





where, $u1&,u2&,u3&% and $\v1 ,\v2 ,\v3% are obviously the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues ofĤs
0 , respectively, andP̂i
5u i &^ i u ( i 51,2,3). We assume that the 1↔2 and 2↔3 tran-
sitions are driven by classical, circularly polarized, coher
light pulses, which can be described by the following fiel
matter interaction term:
Ŵ~ t !5 12 m12eP~ t !@ u2&^1ue2 ivPt1u1&^2ueivPt#
1 12 m23eS~ t !@ u2&^3ue2 ivSt1u3&^2ueivSt#
[ 12 m12eP~ t !@ P̂21e
2 ivPt1 P̂12e
ivPt#
1 12 m23eS~ t !@ P̂23e
2 ivSt1 P̂32e
ivSt#. ~2!
Here,m12, eP(t) andvP @m23, eS(t) andvS] are the tran-
sition dipole moment, amplitude and frequency of the pu
~Stokes! pulses, respectively, andP̂i j 5u i &^ j u ( i , j 51,2,3) are
the corresponding field-free creation and annihilation ope
tors. It should be noted that the following analysis wou
also be applicable to noncircularly polarized driving field
as long as the rotating-wave approximation~RWA! is valid.


















In the absence of decoherence, the system’s state ca
described in terms of a state vector~in the Schro¨dinger pic-






01Ŵ~ t !#uc~ t !&. ~3!
In STIRAP, one subjects the system, whose state isu1& at t
50, to a ‘‘counter-intuitive’’ pulse sequence, where th
Stokes pulse precedes, and overlaps with, the pump pu
This pulse sequence ideally results in a complete transfe
population to stateu3&, without ever populating stateu2& in
the process.
The underlying mechanism is best understood in ter
of the rotating frame~RF! picture. The state vector in the R
picture is defined by
uc r~ t !&5eivPtP̂22 i (vS2vP)t P̂3uc~ t !&, ~4!




uc r~ t !&5Ĥs
r uc r~ t !&, ~5!
where,
Ĥs









2 F 0 VP~ t ! 0VP~ t ! 2DP VS~ t !
0 VS~ t ! 2~DP2DS!
G . ~6!
Here, X̂r5eivPtP̂22 i (vS2vP)t P̂3X̂e2 ivPtP̂21 i (vS2vP)t P̂3 ~note
that P̂k
r 5 P̂k for k51, 2, 3), andDP5v22v12vP ,VP(t)
5m12eP(t)/\ (DS5v22v32vS ,VS(t)5m23eS(t)/\) cor-
respond to the detuning and Rabi frequency in the pu
~Stokes! transitions. The matrix in Eq.~6! representsĤs
r in
terms of the basis of field-free eigenstates~in the RF!,
$u1r&,u2r&,u3r&%, which we will refer to below as theP rep-
resentation.
From this point on, we will assume that the two-phot
resonance condition is satisfied, namely thatDP5DS5D
~deviations from this condition are known to decrease
efficiency of STIRAP!. For this case, we rewriteĤs
r in terms





ua1~ t !&^a1~ t !u1
\v0
2




ua2~ t !&^a2~ t !u
5
\
2 F v1~ t ! 0 00 v0 0


































































2 ~ t !#1/2
@VS
2~ t !1VP
2 ~ t !1D2#1/21D
.
From this point on, we will refer to the presentation in term
of $ua1&,ua0&,ua2&% as theA representation~it should be
noted that bothP andA representations are defined in the R
picture!.
In STIRAP, population transfer fromu1r& to u3r&, with-
out ever populatingu2r&, is achieved through adiabatic pa
sage. The latter is based on the assumption that the
frequenciesVP(t) and VS(t) vary slowly over time, such
that uu̇u!uv62v0u ~this corresponds touu̇u!AVP2 1VS2/2
when D50, such that adiabaticity is easier to satisfy wh
the driving fields are more intense!.48 STIRAP starts by turn-
ing on the Stokes pulse. Thus, as long as the pump puls
off, sin(u)50 and cos(u)51, such that ua1&5cos(f)u2r&
1sin(f)u3r&, ua0&5u1r& and ua2&52sin(f)u2r&1cos(f)u3r&.
More importantly, the energy gapuv62v0u increases with
VS . Once the stateu1r& ([ua0&) is well separated in energ
from the statesua6&, population transfer can start by slow
turning off the Stokes pulse, while simultaneously turning
the pump pulse. This corresponds to slowly changingu from
0 to p/2, such thatua0& is adiabatically transformed from
u1r& into 2u3r&, without ever populating the intermedia
stateu2r&. It should be noted that, at least in the case o
truly adiabatic process, the efficiency of STIRAP will not b
affected by population transfer from level 2 to other leve
In actual applications, the rate of change of the Rabi frequ
cies is always finite, and losses due to nonadiabatic pop
tion transfer to level 2 are inevitable. However, these los
can be made negligibly small by increasing the intensity
the driving fields~a convenient condition for adiabatic pa
sage isVP,Std@1, wheretd is the time delay between th
pulses48!. Another important feature of the STIRAP effi
ciency is its relative insensitivity to the value of the tim
delay between the Stokes and pump pulses. This is bec
STIRAP mostly relies on having the Rabi frequencies v
slowly enough, and the pulses overlap to some degree.
III. STIRAP IN THE PRESENCE
OF DECOHERENCE—GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The analysis of STIRAP under decoherence first requ
that we define the state of the system in terms of a den
operator,r̂s , instead of the state vector,uc(t)&. To this end,













decoherence-free STIRAP within the framework of the de
sity operator formalism. It is important to note that, at lea
ideally, the state of a system undergoing STIRAP is restric
to the sub-space spanned by the two statesu1r& and u3r&.
This makes it possible to describe STIRAP in terms o
fictitious spin-1/2 system. Thus, the corresponding den

























r )/2, and X5^X̂&5Tr( r̂sX̂). The state of the system
can, therefore, be given in terms of aspinor ~or Bloch-
vector!, i.e., a vector in a fictitious (x,y,z) Cartesian coordi-




this picture, decoherence-free STIRAP amounts to a rota
of the spinor byp in the (x,z) plane, from being aligned
along the negativez axis, to being aligned along the positiv
z axis ~cf. Fig. 2!. It is important to note that the system
remains in a pure state throughout this process. This imp
that the corresponding dynamics involves therotation of the
spinor, without changing its amplitude (Tr@ r̂s
2(t)#
5Tr@ r̂s(t)#51). Such a unitary transformation is only po
sible if decoherence is negligible.
The main goal of this paper is to examine what happ
to STIRAP when decoherence is not negligible on the ti
scale of the experiment. To this end, it is useful to distingu
between two fundamentally different types of relaxatio
namelypopulation relaxation, and dephasing~phase relax-
ation!. Population relaxation involves the diagonal eleme
of r̂s ~in the P representation!, and leads to the relaxation o
the Pz
r component of the spinor, to its value at thermal eq
librium. Dephasing involves the off-diagonal elements ofr̂s ,
and leads to the relaxation of thePx
r and Py
r components of
the spinor to zero. Dephasing can be further decompo
into two components, one that originates from populat
relaxation, and another that does not. The latter is referre
aspure dephasing.
STIRAP would be rather ineffective if the life-time o
population relaxation from levels 1 and 3 is comparable
or shorter than, the experimental time scale~conveniently
FIG. 2. A description of STIRAP in terms of a rotation of the spinor byp in
thexz plane. The dynamics is shown in the absence~solid line! and presence






























































11776 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 Q. Shi and E. Gevadefined by the time delay between the Stokes and pu
pulses!. In such a case, any deviation from the Boltzma
distribution brought about by STIRAP, would be quickly of
set by population relaxation. In addition, population rela
ation is known to be strongly dependent on the spectral d
sity of the solvent, and controlling it would require ve
intense fields, with a Rabi frequencies comparable to
transition frequencies.51,52 It is therefore a rather fortunat
coincidence that population relaxation is often found to
significantly slower than pure dephasing.30 This is particu-
larly true in the case of a diatomic solute embedded in
atomic liquid, where population relaxation involves rel
tively inefficient vibration–rotation and vibration–translatio
energy transfer. For example, Everitt and Skinner have
cently calculated the life time of the first excited vibration
state of oxygen in liquid Argon from MD simulations, an
reported a value as long as 0.04 s21 at 85.8 K.53 For these
reasons, we will assume that the population relaxation l
time is long compared to the experimental time scale,
restrict ourselves to the study of STIRAP in the presence
only pure dephasing.
The influence of pure dephasing on STIRAP can
qualitatively understood in terms of the above mention
spinor-based picture. As long as the spinor is aligned al
the z axis, as in the initial and final states, it will not b
influenced by pure dephasing. However, rotating the sp
by p in thexz plane immediately exposes itsx component to
pure dephasing, which will diminish its overall amplitud
~cf. Fig. 2!. This will obviously result in less than complet
population transfer~in the extreme limit of very fast pure
dephasing, the populations in theu1r& and u3r& states would
be equal at the end of the experiment!. I is therefore clear
that pure dephasing will reduce the efficiency of populat
transfer via STIRAP, unless it can somehow be effectiv
slowed down.
At this point, it is instructive to look more closely at th
type of solute–solvent interactions that give rise to p
dephasing. To this end, we introduce the following gene
system–bath Hamiltonian:
Ĥ5Ĥs
01Ŵ~ t !1Ĥb1Ĥbs , ~12!
whereĤs
0 andŴ(t) are as in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respectively,
Ĥb is the bath Hamiltonian, which corresponds to the ot
intermolecular and intramolecular DOF and will remain u




2 ~ P̂22 P̂3!1ĜP^
1
2 ~ P̂22 P̂1!. ~13!
HereĜS andĜP are bath operators, which will not be explic
itly specified for the time being.
It should be noted thatĤbs in Eq. ~13! only includes
diagonal system–bath coupling, i.e., coupling terms th
only involve the operatorsP̂1 , P̂2 , andP̂3 . Such terms lead
to pure dephasing, but not to population relaxation~popula-
tion relaxation originates from off-diagonal coupling term
that involve the operatorsP̂i j , where iÞ j ). We also note


























2 ~ ĜS1ĜP! ^ P̂22
1
2ĜS^ P̂3 . ~14!
Thus,2ĜP/2, (ĜS1ĜP)/2 and2ĜS/2 represent the fluctua
tions of the individual energy levels of the statesu1&, u2&, and
u3&, respectively. The explicit form ofĜS andĜP , as well as
the relationship between them, depends on the specific
tem. Below, we will consider the following three gener
scenarios:
~1! correlated coupling, whereGS5GP ;
~2! anti-correlated coupling, whereGS52GP ;
~3! uncorrelated coupling, whereTr(e2bĤbĜSĜP)50.
Coupling the three-level STIRAP system to a bath tu
it into anopen quantum system. Its dynamics is therefore no
Hamiltonian, and cannot be described by the Schro¨dinger
equation. The~reduced! dynamics of such an open quantu







L s0r̂s~ t !2
i
\




dtK~ t,t2t!r̂s~ t2t!, ~15!
where, L s0r̂(t)5@Ĥs0 ,r̂(t)# and LW(t) r̂(t)5@Ŵ(t),r̂(t)#
represent the dephasing-free Hamiltonian dynamics, w
*0
`dtK(t,t2t) r̂(t2t) represents the non-Hamiltonian, an
non-Markovian, bath-induced dynamics. Unfortunately, E
~15! is of little practical use as such, due to the complexity
K(t,t2t).54,55In this paper, we resort to the commonly us
weak system–bath coupling limit ofK(t,t2t) as a way of
simplifying the description. We also assume that t
correlation-time of the bath fluctuations,tc , is considerably
shorter than the pure-dephasing lifetime. As is well know
these two assumptions make it possible to describe the







L s0r̂~ t !2
i
\
LW~ t !r̂~ t !1LDr̂~ t !. ~16!
However, the specific form of the dissipative super-opera
LD still depends on how we treat the field–matter interact
term. The most popular approach is based on the, often
plicit, assumption that the form ofLD is the same as it would
have been in the absence of the driving fields. However,
treatment is strictly valid only in the limit of weak field–
matter interaction. In the cases which are of interest for u
this paper, this translates into assuming that the Rabi
quency of the driving field is small relative toc
21 ~cf. Sec.
IV and the Appendix for a more detailed discussion of th
point!. A more general treatment, which avoids any assum
tion regarding the field–matter interaction and is theref
valid for driving fields of arbitrary intensity, is nevertheles
possible in the case of STIRAP. It leads to a modifiedLD ,
which is explicitly dependent on the driving fields~cf. Sec. V
for a more detailed discussion of this point!, thereby opening
the door for using the field for actively controlling, and po
11777J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 STIRAP in the presence of dephasingTABLE I. The pure-dephasing rate constants in the correlated@CS(t)5CP(t)5CPS(t)5C(t)#, anti-




Correlated 9C̃(0)/8 9C̃(0)/8 0
Anti-correlated C̃(0)/8 C̃(0)/8 C̃(0)/2
















s aresibly suppressing, pure dephasing. The impact of p
dephasing on STIRAP in these two cases is discusse
detail in Secs. IV and V.
IV. STIRAP UNDER FIELD-INDEPENDENT PURE
DEPHASING „WEAK DRIVING FIELDS …
In this section, we present a more quantitative analy
of the influence of pure dephasing over STIRAP, in the c
of weak field–matter coupling~in the sense thatVtc!1).
As shown in the Appendix, the dissipative super-operatorLD
becomes field-independent in this case, and assumes th
act same form as it would have had in the absence of
driving field. In the case of STIRAP, it is convenient to pe
form the derivation of the QME in terms of the RF pictur
To this end, we define the density operator of the ove
system (system1bath) in the RF picture
r̂ r~ t !5eivPtP̂22 i (vS2vP)t P̂3r̂~ t !e2 ivPtP̂21 i (vS2vP)t P̂3,
~17!
wherer̂(t) is the density operator in the original Schro¨dinger




r̂ r~ t !52
i
\







r is as in Eq.~6!, Ĥb











Using the RF Hamiltonian in Eq.~19! as the starting
point for the derivation, and assuming weak field–matter
teraction, such that the dissipation term is the same a
would have been in the absence of the driving term@i.e.,
when VP ,VS50 in Eq. ~6!#, then leads to a QME of the







L sr r̂ r1L D0 r̂sr , ~21!










































is the Fourier transform of the bath correlation function
Ckl~t!5Tr~ r̂b
eqeiĤ bt/\Ĝke
2 iĤ bt/\Ĝ l !, ~24!
wherek,l 5P,S, C̃kk(v)5C̃k(v) and r̂b
eq is as in Eq.~A5!.
It should be emphasized that the Hamiltonian term in E
~21!, 2 iL sr r̂ r /\, includes the driving terms to all orders
whereas the dissipative term,L D0 r̂ r , is the same as it would
have been in its absence.
Equation~21! translates into the following set of couple
equations for the populations and coherences in theP r pre-
sentation:
Ṗ1
r 5VP Im P12
r ,
Ṗ2
r 52VP Im P12
r 1VS Im P23
r ,
Ṗ3




















Equations~25! clearly do not involve bath-induced popula
tion relaxation. However, the coupling to the bath does g




2\2 S C̃P~0!1 14 C̃S~0!1C̃PS~0! D ,
k235
1
2\2 S 14 C̃P~0!1C̃S~0!1C̃PS~0! D , ~26!
k135
1










































11778 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 Q. Shi and E. GevaIn order to gain further insight into the influence of pu
dephasing on STIRAP, it is useful to refer to the spec
cases of correlated@CS(t)5CP(t)5CPS(t)5C(t)#, anti-
correlated@CS(t)5CP(t)52CPS(t)5C(t)#, and uncorre-
lated@CPS(t)50# coupling schemes. The corresponding e
pressions for the pure dephasing rate constants are give
Table I. It should be noted thatk13 is minimized~and actu-
ally vanishes!, while k12 andk23 are maximized in the cor
related case. The opposite happens in the anti-correl
case, wherek13 is maximized, whilek12 and k23 are mini-
mized. Thus, one expects that STIRAP, which relies hea
on maintainingP13 during adiabatic passage, will be pro
tected from dephasing in the case of correlated dephas
and destroyed by it in the case of anti-correlated dephas
The case of uncorrelated dephasing corresponds to an i
mediate situation, where dephasing is destructive, but
lesser extent than in the anti-correlated case.
We have also performed numerical simulations of
STIRAP process in a system whose dynamics is dictated
Eqs. ~25!. The pump and Stokes pulses were assumed
have the same shape, such that:
VS~ t !5VP~ t1td!5V0 sin
4~pt/t0! for 0<t<t0 ,
~27!
where td is the delay between the peaks of the Stokes
pump pulses,t0 is the pulse width andV0 is the maximal
Rabi frequency. The results will be presented below in ter
of dimensionless variables which are all scaled relative tot0 .
The following values of the parameters have been used in
actual simulations:V0t05240 andD50 ~one-photon reso-
nance!. The time origin has been set at the start of the Sto
pulse. It should be noted thatV0t0@1, and therefore satisfie
the condition for efficient adiabatic passage.48 The dephasing
parameters were chosen such thatC̃(0)t0596.0\
2. Finally,
we have also added population relaxation from level 2 i
levels other than 1 and 3, such that the equation of motio
P2
r is given by
Ṗ2
r 52VP Im P12




The value of (T1 /t0)
21530.0 has been used in the actu
simulations. It should be noted that the values ofC̃(0)/\2
andT1 were chosen such that dephasing and population
laxation are significant on the experimental time scale, wh
is set by t0 . The propagation of Eqs.~25! has been per-
formed with the standard fourth-order Runge–Ku
method.56
In Fig. 3, we show the simulated final value ofP3
r , at the
end of the pump pulse (t5t01td), as a function of the time
delay between the Stokes and pump pulses,td . The results
are shown in the absence of dephasing~0!, and for the cases
of correlated~C!, uncorrelated~U!, and anti-correlated~A!
dephasing. STIRAP is seen to be very efficient in the abse
of dephasing, with a transfer efficiency of nearly 100%, a
a very small loss due to nonadiabatic transitions to leve
As is well known, the dephasing-free performance is rat
insensitive to the actual value of the time delay, as indica
by the wide range oftd values that give rise to nearly 100%
transfer efficiency.






























r , Im P23
r , and ReP13
r throughout the dephasing-fre
STIRAP process, for a specific time delay (td /t051/3). It
should be noted that the real parts ofP12
r and P23
r vanish
whenD50. The population transfer is seen to be accom
nied by a buildup followed by a decrease ofP13
r , which
reflects the rotation of the spinor in thexz plane~cf. Fig. 2!.
Deviations from adiabaticity are observed in the form
small buildups ofP2
r , P12
r , and P23
r during the period of
overlap between the Stokes and pump pulses. It is impor
to note that the population is restricted to level 1 until t
pump pulse is turned on. Thus,P12
r is first to emerge, fol-
lowed by the creation of population in level 2,P2
r , which in
turn gives rise toP23
r . It is also important to note that the ne
rate of populating level 2 is proportional to the differen
between the~Rabi-frequency-weighted! imaginary parts of
P12
r and P23
r @cf. Eqs. ~25!#. This difference is attributed to
the delay between the buildups ofP12
r and P23
r , which oth-
erwise have the same shape.
FIG. 3. The final value ofP3
r as a function of the time delay between th
Stokes and pump pulses. The results are shown in the absence of deph
~0!, and for the cases of correlated~C!, uncorrelated~U!, and anti-correlated
~A! dephasing. The parameters used in the simulation are given in the
FIG. 4. The time evolution ofP1
r , P2
r , P3
r , Im P12
r , Im P23
r , and ReP13
r
throughout thedephasing-freeSTIRAP process, fortd /t051/3. The Stokes
~pump! pulse is turned on att/t050 (t/t051/3), peaks at /t051/2 (t/t0
55/6) and is turned off att/t051.0 (t/t054/3). Note thatP13
r is purely real,
while P12
r andP23
r are purely imaginary throughout the dynamics. The in
shows a close-up ofP2
r , Im P12









































11779J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 STIRAP in the presence of dephasingThe STIRAP efficiency under correlated dephasing~C in
Fig. 3! is seen to be relatively high (;93% at the peak!, but
visibly lower than in the dephasing-free case. This is som
what surprising in light of the fact thatk1350 in this case
~cf. Table I!. It should also be emphasized that neither
dissipative term nor the Hamiltonian term in the QME c
independently lead to additional population transfer to le
2 ~the former because it can only account for pure dephas
and the latter because of adiabaticity!. Thus, the reduction in
efficiency in the case of correlated dephasing must be
result of enhanced nonadiabaticity, which is due to deph
ing. Further insight into this process can be gained from F
5 which shows the time evolution ofP1
r , P2
r , P3
r , Im P12
r ,
Im P23
r , and ReP13
r under correlated dephasing, for a speci
time delay (td /t051/3). It should be noted that the overa
buildup of P12
r and P23
r is smaller in comparison to th
dephasing-free case, which is attributed to the fact thatk12
and k23 are maximized in the case of correlated dephas
However, the dephasing appears to also break the symm
in the shapes of theP12
r and P23
r buildups, such that the
difference between them is larger than that in the dephas
free case, which results in a somewhat larger rate of pop
tion transfer into level 2.
The STIRAP efficiency drops dramatically and becom
much more sensitive to the value oftd under uncorrelated




r , Im P12
r , Im P23
r , and ReP13
r in this case, for a
specific time delay (td /t051/3). In this case,k13Þ0 ~cf.
Table I!, and the dephasing ofP13
r is clearly manifested by its
diminished buildup~cf. Fig. 2!. Furthermore, the dephasin
is found to break the symmetry in the shapes of theP12
r and
P23
r buildups in a much more pronounced manner, ther
leading to enhanced nonadiabaticity that add further losse
is interesting to note that the buildup ofP23
r is significantly
smaller than that ofP12
r , despite the fact that they are bo
subject to the same dephasing rate constants (k125k23, cf.
Table I!. The reason for this can be traced back to the f
that the Stokes and pump fields, which are the driving for
behind the creation ofP23
r and P12
r , respectively, must
work against pure dephasing, which tends to destroy th
Because the Stokes fieldecreasesand the pump pulse

















increasesduring the overlap time, the ‘‘sustaining power’’ o
P23
r is lower that that ofP12
r . Hence, the smaller buildup o
the former.
It is also interesting to note that the maximal efficien
in the case of uncorrelated dephasing~U in Fig. 3!, corre-
sponds to a relatively long delay from the range of dela
that give close to 100% efficiency in the dephasing-free c
~0 in Fig. 3!. This observation is consistent with the fact th
a longer delay corresponds to ashorter period of overlap
between the pulses, which in turn implies shorter expos
times to dephasing. It should be remembered that some
gree of overlap is essential if STIRAP is to take place, a
that this maximum represents a compromise between adi
ticity, which benefits from longer overlap times, and deph
ing, whose destructive effect also increases with the ove
time.
Finally, the STIRAP efficiency is seen to drop in valu
as well as become even more sensitive to the value oftd and
peak at an even longer delay, under anti-correlated depha




r , Im P12
r , Im P23
r , and ReP13
r in this case, for a specific
time delay (td /t051/3). In this case,k13 is maximized~cf.
Table I!, which is clearly manifested by the minimization o
FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4 for STIRAP underuncorrelated dephasing.
FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 4 for STIRAP underanti-correlated dephasing.
11780 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 Q. Shi and E. GevaTABLE II. The relaxation rate constants for correlated dephasing@CS(t)5CP(t)5CPS(t)5C(t)#. The entry
at the i j line andkl column correspond to\2g i jkl . The upper~lower! signs in the (kl,lk) column entries
correspond tokl ( lk). n65v6/2. sf , cf , su , andcu correspond to sinf, cosf, sinu, and cosu, respectively.





























































r . The asymmetry in the buildups ofP12
r
and P23
r is also enhanced in this case, and leads to an
creased loss of population through level 2.
V. STIRAP UNDER FIELD-DEPENDENT PURE
DEPHASING „INTENSE DRIVING FIELDS…
The validity of the QME used to describe STIRAP
Sec. IV is limited to weak driving fields~in the sense tha
Vtc!1). However, the fact that the Rabi period is requir
to be longer than the STIRAP delay time, in order to sati
adiabaticity, implies that a weak field treatment of the dis
pative part may be inconsistent. To this end, we extend
treatment in this section, to driving fields of arbitrary inte
sity. As in the previous section, we start with the Liouvil
equation for the density operator of the overall system in
RF, Eq.~18!. However, we restrict the perturbative treatme
to the system–bath interaction term,Ĥbs , and refrain from
applying it to the field–matter interaction term~cf. the Ap-
pendix!.
It should be noted that the field–matter interaction te
is stationary in the RF, except for the time dependence of
pulse envelopes,VS(t) andVP(t). Adiabaticity dictates that
VS(t) and VP(t) change on the time scale of the pul
length, that was assumed to be longer than the depha
lifetime, which is in turn longer than the bath correlatio
time, tc ~Markovity!. Thus, VS(t) and VP(t) can be as-
sumed to be constant over a period of the bath correla
time, such that the dissipative term has the same form a
would have had in the case of a truly stationary system
corresponds to theinstantaneousHamiltonian,Ĥs
r(t). As a
result, the energy levels and eigen-projectors in the Q
correspond to the A representation and are, therefore, ex
itly time-dependent@cf. Eq. ~A16! in the Appendix#.
In light of the above, it is convenient to perform th
actual derivation of the QME in terms of theA representa-
tion. To this end, we introduce the instantaneous eig
projectors ofĤs
r(t):
Âkl~ t !5uak~ t !&^al~ t !u where k,l 51,0,2. ~29!
Obviously, Ĥs
r(t)5(\/2)@v1(t)Â11(t)1v0(t)Â00(t)
1v2(t)Â22(t)#. The system–bath coupling termĤbs @cf.
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Following the procedure outlined in the Appendix, the
lead to a QME of the same form as Eq.~21!, except for the
fact that thefield-independentdissipative term,L D0 , is now
replaced by the following, more general,field-dependentdis-
sipative term:
LD~ r̂s!5 (
i , j ,k,l
g i jkl @Âi j ,Âklr̂s#1C.C., ~32!
where C.C. stands for ‘‘complex conjugate,’’i , j ,k,l 51,
0,2,
g i jkl 5
1
2\2
C̃i jkl ~2vkl!, ~33!
vkl5(vk2v l)/2 @cf. Eq. ~8!#, and
Ci jkl ~t!5Tr@ r̂b
eqeiĤ bt/\Ĝ i j e
2 iĤ bt/\Ĝkl# ~34!
@also note thatĜkk[Ĝk]. Explicit expressions for the rate
coefficients$g i jkl % in terms of the correlation function of th
original bath operators,ĜP and ĜS , are given in Tables II–
IV, for the cases of correlated, uncorrelated, and a
correlated dephasing, respectively.
It is important to emphasize that the validity of the ne
dissipative term in Eq.~32! is not restricted to weak driving
fields. Furthermore, one expects Eq.~32! to reduce to its
weak field counterpart, Eq.~22!, in the limit of weak driving



















































































































































































































































sys-fields, i.e., whenVPtc ,VStc!1.
51,52 Importantly, the dissi-
pative term in Eq.~32! becomes explicitly field-dependen
when we venture beyond this limit. This dependence com
about throughu, f, andvkl . The latter is of particular im-
portance, due to the occurrence ofC̃(6n1), C̃(6n2), and
C̃(6n16n2) ~cf. Tables II–IV, and note thatn25v02/2
and n15v10/2). Close to resonance (D'0), the termsC̃
(6n1), C̃(6n2), andC̃(6n16n2) all reduce toC̃(0) in
the weak field limit (VPtc ,VStc!1), which is why Eq.s
~22! only involves C̃(0). However, this is no longer true
whenVP andVS become comparable, and even larger th
tc
21 . In fact, C̃(6n1), C̃(6n2), and C̃(6n16n2) all
vanish whenVPtc ,VStc@1, which can lead to a dramati
field-induced suppression of dephasing. Thus, the driv
fields provide a potentially valuable control over dephasi
and intense fields can be used to suppress dephasing in
tems undergoing STIRAP in solution.



































































































































































11782 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 Q. Shi and E. Gevaried out in order to gain further insight into the interpla
between the driving fields and dephasing rate. The model
parameters used are the same as in Sec. IV. The bath c








2. It should be
noted thatC̃(v)→C̃(0) whenvtc!1, and thatC̃(v)→0
when vtc@1 ~which correspond to the limits of weak an
strong driving fields in our case!.
Figures 8–10 show the final value ofP3
r as a function of
the time delay between the Stokes and pump pulses,td , as
obtained from simulations of STIRAP under correlated~C!,
uncorrelated~U!, and anti-correlated~A! dephasing, respec
tively. In each figure, we show the results obtained for d
ferent values ofV0tc . It should be noted thatC̃(0) is held
fixed, such that the dephasing term in the QME depends
V0tc , rather than separately onV0 andtc . Thus, increasing
V0 ~which is controllable! has the same effect as increasi
FIG. 8. The final value ofP3
r as a function of the time delay between th
Stokes and pump pulses, under field-dependentcorrelatedpure dephasing,
for different value ofV0tc . The dephasing-free results are also shown
reference. The parameters used in the simulation are given in the text




tc ~which is usually not controllable in actual experiment!.
IncreasingV0 instead of tc would actually also slightly
modify the Hamiltonian term, such that it better satisfies
adiabaticity criterion,V0td@1. However, by using the sam
value ofV0 as in Sec. IV (V0t05240.0) we insure that this
effect is negligible.
Figures 8–10 show an improvement in the STIRAP
ficiency and robustness asV0tc is increased~which could be
realized in practice by employing more intense fields!. The
improvement is rather modest in the case of correla
dephasing, where the efficiency is high even when
dephasing is field-independent. However, the improvemen
dramatic in the cases of uncorrelated and anti-correla
dephasing. In those cases, the transfer efficiency rapidly
creases from 35% and 33% whenV0tc50.08, to 95% and
93%, respectively, whenV0tc58.0.





r , Im P23
r , and ReP13
r under correlated, uncorrelate
and anti-correlated dephasing, respectively, atV0 c54.0,
and for a specific time delay (td /t051/3). It is instructive to
FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8, underanti-correlateddephasing.
FIG. 11. The time evolution ofP1
r , P2
r , P3
r , Im P12
r , Im P23
r , and ReP13
r
throughout the STIRAP process, atV0tc54.0, for td /t051/3, under field-
dependentcorrelateddephasing. The Stokes~pump! pulse is turned on at
t/t050 (t/t051/3), peaks at/t051/2 (t/t055/6) and is turned off att/t0
51 (t/t054/3). Note thatP13
r is purely real, whileP12
r andP23
r are purely

































































11783J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 STIRAP in the presence of dephasingcompare these figures with Figs. 5–7 which show the pre
cated temporal behavior under the same conditions, base
the weak field treatment. In the case of correlated dephas
we see that the improved STIRAP efficiency is mostly due
weakening of the nonadiabatic population transfer to leve
~cf. insets in Figs. 5 and 11!, which is in turn due to the
weaker dephasing. On the other hand, the improved STIR
efficiency in the cases of uncorrelated and anti-correla
dephasing is primarily due to field-induced suppression
the dephasing ofP13, as indicated by the buildup ofP13 in
Figs. 12 and 13, which is comparable to that in t
dephasing-free case. The diminished dephasing ofP12 and
P23 also weaken the nonadiabatic transitions to level
which provide further improvement to the STIRAP ef
ciency in those cases.~Compare insets in Figs. 6 and 7
those in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.!
VI. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER STUDIES
In this section, we discuss the relationship of the res
presented in this paper to these in two other recent stu
that considered the influence of decoherence on STIRAP.30,50
In Ref. 30, Demirplak and Rice have considered
prospect of using STIRAP in liquid solutions. Their bas
model is similar to ours, except for the fact that the bath
FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11, for field-dependentu correlateddephasing.













assumed classical, such that thequantum-mechanicalbath
operatorsĜP andĜS may be replaced by fluctuatingclassical
random variables,GP(t) and GS(t). The fluctuations of the
classical stochastic forcesGP(t) and GS(t) were then as-
sumed to be uncorrelated, and to follow Gaussian statis
with a zero first moment and an exponentially decaying c
relation function. Demirplak and Rice performed stochas
simulations within the framework of this model, which in
volved extensive averaging over solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation for the STIRAP system, obtained for different h
tories of the bath fluctuations~it should be noted that the
classical nature of the bath fluctuations allows for a desc
tion in terms of a wave function for each realization of t
noise history, followed by ensemble averaging over tho
histories!. It should be emphasized that such an approac
not computationally feasible in our case, because of
quantum-mechanical treatment of the bath. As a result,
has to resort to an alternative approach in the quantum c
namely one that describes the system in terms of a den
operator and the dephasing in terms of a QME. The adv
tage of the QME-based approach lies in its ability to avo
the extensive averaging over histories of bath fluctuatio
which makes it more economical and easier to interpret.
major disadvantage has to do with the fact that the quan
ynamics described by the QME is not equivalent to
quantum analogue of the classical bath model of Ref.
since it involves the additional assumptions of weak syste
bath coupling and Markovity.
The results presented in Ref. 30 were obtained for d
ferent values of the correlation time ofGP(t) and GS(t),
which is analogous to ourtc , and at a fixed value of the
peak Rabi frequency. It was found that the STIRAP e
ciency approaches its dephasing-free value in the two op
site limits of tc@td and tc!td @cf. Fig. 2 in Ref. 30#. It
should be noted that our analysis assumes at the outset
tc!td . Furthermore,tc@td implies that the energy levels d
not fluctuate on the time scale of the experiment, and he
that the system is not subject to dephasing. It is interestin
note that the system is subject to inhomogeneous broade
in this case, which would lead to deviations from the tw
photon resonance condition and result in a lower STIR
efficiency. However, the Gaussian distribution ofGP(t) and
GS(t) was assumed to be very narrow in comparison to
Rabi frequency in Ref. 30, which made this effect negligib
The opposite limit,tc!td , corresponds to that of motiona
narrowing, where the dephasing rate constant essentially
minishes whentc is decreased. It should be noted th
C̃(0)52C(0)tc , when the bath correlation function is ex
ponential, and thatC(0), rather thanC̃(0), is held fixed in
Ref. 30. Thus, in this case, decreasingtc essentially sup-
presses the dephasing rate~note however that, in practice,tc
is usually not a controllable quantity!. In our case,C̃(0) is
held fixed at a value that corresponds to significant fie
independent dephasing, in order to avoid this possibility a
focus on the dependence upon the field intensity, which
controllable quantity. Finally, we note that the STIRAP ef
ciency in situations whereV0tc.1 @cf. Figs. 2~c!–2~f! in


























































































11784 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 Q. Shi and E. Gevasuppressed by the field whenV0tc.1 @plots 2~c! and 2~d!
there#, or simply becausetc@td @plots 2~e! and 2~f! there#.
In Ref. 50, Bergmann and co-workers have conside
the effect of phase noise in the driving fields, on the STIR
efficiency, using a model which is very similar to that in Re
30. The great similarity between those two papers origina
from the fact that phase noise in the Stokes and pump la
leads to fluctuations in the diagonal elements of the sys
Hamiltonian, and is therefore mathematically equivalent
the description of solvent-induced dephasing in terms
classical bath fluctuations, as in Ref. 30. Here too, the fl
tuations were assumed to follow exponentially correla
Gaussian statistics, although different degree of correla
between the dephasing in the Stokes and pump transit
were considered~uncorrelated, as in Ref. 30, as well as co
related and partially correlated!. The authors of Ref. 50 pre
sented results that show the dependence of the STIRAP
ciency on the Rabi frequency of the driving fields, up
relatively high values of the latter. In the case of uncorrela
dephasing, they found that the STIRAP efficiency a
proaches its noise-free value whenV0tc.5, while in the
case of correlated dephasing, they found that the STIR
efficiency is very close to the noise-free value even for we
fields. Those results are consistent with the observat
based on the QME-based approach, which were reporte
Secs. IV and V of the present paper. Interestingly, the dif
ence between a description in terms of explicitly fluctuat
frequency modulations, as opposed to relaxation rate c
stants in a QME~the present work!, gave rise to seemingly
different interpretations of those behaviors. For example,
authors of Ref. 50 attributed the reduced efficiency in
uncorrelated weak-field regime to detuning away from
two-photon resonance condition, while we attribute the sa
effect to dephasing within the$u1&,u3&% subspace~cf. Fig. 2!.
However, those two interpretations represent the same ph
cal phenomenon as viewed from either the frequency dom
point of view ~detuning and line broadening!, or the time
domain point of view~dephasing!. Similarly, the slight de-
crease of the efficiency in the correlated case has been a
uted to enhanced nonadiabaticity due to dynamical detun
away from the one-photon resonance condition in Ref.
which is the frequency domain analogue of what we
scribed as dephasing-enhanced nonadiabaticity, from a
domain perspective.
We would also like to draw attention to the fact that t
general idea of utilizing intense driving fields to suppre
dephasing is not new, and has been suggested and de
strated in the past, in different contexts. Early work in th
general area has been motivated by the observation of de
tions from the standard Bloch equations in magnetic re
nance experiments, and later on in optical spectroscopy~cf.
Ref. 51 and references therein!. Similar ideas have resur
faced more recently in the literature on decoherence,
particularly in the context of quantum computing,57 and ion
traps.58–60
VII. CONCLUSIONS
STIRAP is a general and versatile technique for contr







































prospects of applying it under the influence of pure deph
ing. In the limit of weak driving fields (Vtc!1), we found
that the rate of pure dephasing is field-independent,
tends to lower the population transfer efficiency. The act
reduction in efficiency increases with the ability of the ba
fluctuations to directly dephaseP13
r ~the coherence that cor
responds to the transition between the initial and final stat!.
Further reduction in the efficiency occurs due to dephas
enhanced nonadiabaticity, which results from symme
breaking in the buildups ofP23
r andP12
r ~the coherences tha
correspond to the Stokes and pump transitions, respectiv!.
The net result is a rather poor efficiency, except in the cas
correlated dephasing, whereP13
r is not subject to direct pure
dephasing.
A more encouraging picture emerges once we vent
beyond the limit of weak driving fields. The dissipative ter
in the QME becomes explicitly field-dependent in this ca
thereby turning the dephasing rate into acontrollablequan-
tity. In fact, we have found that pure dephasing can be eff
tively suppressed when the Rabi frequency,V, becomes
larger than the inverse bath correlation time,tc
21 . More spe-
cifically, we have shown that the STIRAP efficiency b
comes comparable to its dephasing-free value, and regai
relative insensitivity to the value of the time delay betwe
the Stokes and pump pulses, whenVtc.4, regardless of the
particular dephasing mechanism. This rather remarkable
sult suggests that STIRAP may be feasible in condens
phase solutions.
It should be noted that efficient dephasing-free STIR
already requires thatV0td@1, in order to secure adiabaticity
However, we have assumed thattd;t0 is larger than the pure
dephasing life times, which are in turn assumed to be lon
than the bath correlation time,tc , in the derivation of the
QME. In pulsed-laser-based dephasing-free STIRAP,td
;ns, whiletc;ps is a typical correlation time in room tem
perature liquid solutions. Thus realizing the conditions th
allow for the suppression of pure dephasing would requ
that the Rabi frequency of the driving field is increased b
factor of 103 relative to the minimum required by adiabati
ity. However, it should be noted that Demirplak and Ri
have recently argued that it may be feasible to use ps pu
in order to perform STIRAP in liquid solutions,30 in which
case the condition for adiabaticity will essentially coinci
with that required for the suppression of dephasing. It sho
also be noted that by increasing the field intensity, it becom
possible to satisfy adiabaticity with shorter pulses. Howev
using shorter pulses may invalidate our assumption that
variation of the pulse envelope is slow relative totc , and
make it necessary to extend the theory so as to accoun
this scenario.
The experimental realization of the above scheme m
be complicated by several factors: First, producing such
tense light pulses on the ns time scale may be challeng
Second, applying such intense fields to a condensed p
sample may result in undesired secondary processes a
radiation damage. Third, the assumption of weak syste
bath coupling will not always be valid~e.g., in the case of









































11785J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 STIRAP in the presence of dephasingics!. A more detailed analysis of those issues will be t
subject of future studies.
Finally, it should be noted that the STIRAP efficienc
provides a rather unique and very sensitive probe of solve
solute interactions. For example, a high STIRAP efficien
in the limit of weak driving fields would be indicative o
correlated dephasing, which implies that the Stokes
pump transitions are dephased by the same bath DOF. A
natively, measuring the STIRAP efficiency as a function
the Rabi frequency, beyond the limit of weak driving field
provides direct information ontc , i.e., on the dynamics o
the bath DOF which are coupled to the system.
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APPENDIX A: THE QUANTUM MASTER EQUATION
OF A DRIVEN SYSTEM
In this Appendix, we outline the derivation of the QM
in the case of a system which is driven by an explici
time-dependent driving field.
Consider a system with an explicitly time depende
Hamiltonian, Ĥs(t), which is coupled to a bath, with th
HamiltonianĤb , such that the overall Hamiltonian is
Ĥ5Ĥs~ t !1Ĥb1lĤbs . ~A1!
Here, Ĥbs is the system–bath interaction term, andl is a
coupling coefficient, which will be used in order to kee
track of the order in the ensuing perturbation expansion
the limit of weak system–bath coupling and Markovian d
namics, one can show that the reduced dynamics of the






Ls~ t !r̂s~ t !1LD~ t !r̂s~ t !, ~A2!
wherer̂s(t) is the system’s reduced density operator
Ls~ t !5@Ĥs~ t !,•# ~A3!










is the dissipation super-operator. Here,Lbs5@Ĥbs ,•#, T6




It should be noted that in deriving Eq.~A4!, we assumed an
initial state of the formr̂s(0)^ r̂b
eq for the overall system.
This choice does not limit the generality of the treatment,
it is always possible to alter the initial state via equilibrati















For the sake of simplicity, let us restrict ourselves to
system–bath coupling of the form
Ĥbs5F̂ ^ Ĝ, ~A6!
whereF̂ is a Hermitian system operator andĜ is a Hermitian
bath operator~the following results can be extended in
straightforward manner to the more general case, whereĤbs
consists of a sum of such terms!. We will also assume, for
simplicity, that ^Ĝ&eq5Tr( r̂b
eqĜ)50 (^Ĝ&eqÞ0 would sim-
ply require that we substituteĤs(t)1^Ĝ&eqF̂ for Ĥs(t) in Eq.
~A3!, and usedĜ5Ĝ2^Ĝ&eq instead ofĜ in the analysis that
follows!. Substitution of Eq.~A6! into Eq.~A4!, followed by
some algebra, then leads to the following result:











eqeiĤ bt/\Ĝe2 iĤ bt/\Ĝ#, ~A9!
is the equilibrium autocorrelation function of the bath ope
tor, Ĝ.
Two limits of Eq. ~A7! are of particular importance fo
the present paper. The first limit corresponds to a sys
Hamiltonian of the formĤs(t)5Ĥs
01lŴ(t), whereĤs
0 is
stationary andŴ(t) is explicitly time-dependent@e.g.,Ŵ(t)
may represent driving by laser light, when the latter is trea
as a classical field#. It should be noted that the same couplin
coefficient,l, is used forŴ(t) andĤbs , so as to enable us to
treat the corresponding powers in the perturbation exp
sions on equal footing. We note thatLD in Eq. ~A7! is al-
ready of second order inl, which originates from treating
the system–bath interaction term,lĤbs , as a small pertur-
bation. To this, one may now add the assumption that
field–matter interaction term,lŴ(t), can be treated as a
equally small perturbation. One may then expan
T1@e
2 i * t2t
t dt8Ls(t8)/\# in powers ofl, and only keep the zero
order term, such that








The substitution ofR̂wc in Eq. ~A10! into Eq. ~A7! then
yields the exact same dissipative term that one would ob
in the case of field-free dissipation, i.e., whenĤS5ĤS
0 @the
same result can also be obtained by starting out with
overall Hamiltonian of the formĤ5Ĥs
01Ĥb1l(Ŵ(t)
1Ĥbs), and treatingl(Ŵ(t)1Ĥbs), rather than justlĤbs ,
as a small perturbation, in the derivation of the QME#. How-
ever, it is important to emphasize that this result is an
proximation which is only valid in the limit of weak driving































11786 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 22, 8 December 2003 Q. Shi and E. Gevaaffects the reduced system dynamics through the Ha
tonian part of the QME, despite the fact that the dissipat
part is independent of it in this limit.
The result in Eq.~A10! can be further simplified if one




f i j u i &^ j u, ~A11!
where Ĥs
0u i &5Ei




f i j u i &^ j u~k j i 1 id j i !, ~A12!
where the rate constants,$k j i %, and Lamb shifts,$d j i %, are
given by the following standard expressions:
k i j 5
1
2\2
C̃~v j i ! ~A13!
and














` dtC(t)eivt. The Lamb shifts,$d i , j%, make a purely
imaginary contribution to Eq.~A12!, and therefore amount to
a slight shift in the system’s Hamiltonian, which is ofte
neglected. The relaxation coefficients,$k j i %, are real~since
Ĝ is Hermitian!, and lead to population and phase relaxati
Importantly, they also satisfy detailed balance:
k j i
k i j
5eb\v j i . ~A15!
This weak field approach is applied to STIRAP in Sec. IV
Another important limit of Eq.~A7!, corresponds to the
case of slowly varyingĤs(t). More specifically ifĤs(t) var-
ies on a time scale which is much longer than the time sc
on whichC(t) decays to zero~the so-called bath correlatio
time, tc), then one can simplifyR̂(t) in the following
manner:







It should be noted thatR̂inst(t) has the same form as in th
case of a stationary system Hamiltonian, if one assumes
the latter can be substituted by theinstantaneous Hˆ s(t). One




f i j ~ t !u i ~ t !&^ j ~ t !u, ~A17!
where Ĥs(t)u i (t)&5Ei(t)u i (t)&. Upon substitution into Eq
~A16!, this leads to an expression forR̂inst(t) which is similar
to Eq. ~A12!, except for the fact thatv j i (t)5(Ej (t)
2Ei(t))/\, $ f i j (t)% andu i (t)&^ j (t)u are now explicitly time-





Thus, in the case of a slowly varyingĤs(t), LD in the QME
is designed so as to relax the system toward a ‘‘moving
get,’’ in the form of a Boltzmann equilibrium state whic
corresponds to the instantaneous system Hamiltonian.29,64–66
The relaxation dynamics in the case of moderate
strong coupling to rapidly varying driving fields, would gen
erally require a direct numerical solution of the QME wi
the dissipative term in Eq.~A7!. Included in this category are
optical and infrared~IR! driving fields, where the period o
the oscillating electromagnetic field is comparable to,
smaller than, the time scale of the fastest molecular motio
However, one may still bypass Eq.~A7! in cases involving
circularly polarized fields, or when the RWA applies. Th
can be done by working in the RF, where the explicit tim
dependence of the effective Hamiltonian is only due to t
of the pulse envelop. For nonultrafast pulses, where
variation of the envelop over time is slow relative to the ba
correlation time, one can use the above-mentioned limit
slowly varying Ĥs(t), within the RF picture. The end resu
is a standard-looking QME for the reduced density opera
in the RF, with the dissipative part dictated by the instan
neous effective RF system Hamiltonian@cf. Eq. ~A16!#. This
approach is applied to STIRAP in Sec. V.
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